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"Every page bursts with humor, squee-inducing romance, and an abiding sense of the deep

love and joy of its two writers . . . Always Never Yours is a necessary, feel-good addition to the

YA canon.”—Entertainment WeeklyMegan Harper is the girl before. All her exes find their one

true love right after dating her. It's not a curse or anything, it's just the way things are. and

Megan refuses to waste time feeling sorry for herself. Instead, she focuses on pursuing her

next fling, directing theater, and fulfilling her dream school's acting requirement in the smallest

role possible. But her plans quickly crumble when she's cast as none other than Juliet--yes,

that Juliet--in her high school's production. It's a nightmare. Megan's not an actress and she's

certainly not a Juliet. Then she meets Owen Okita, an aspiring playwright who agrees to help

Megan catch the eye of a sexy stagehand in exchange for help writing his new script. Between

rehearsals and contending with her divided family, Megan begins to notice Owen--thoughtful,

unconventional, and utterly unlike her exes, and wonders: shouldn't a girl get to star in her own

love story?



“A funny, romantic, and memorable story.”—BOOKPAGE“Utterly binge-worthy, this is a story

about the theater, a girl, and her hilarious yet heartbreaking love life . . . Witty banter and

endearing characters make this high school romance a delight to read.”—BRIGHTLY“A

contemporary romantic comedy with wit, heart, and spot-on pacing.”—FOREVER YOUNG

ADULT“Real-life romantic partners Wibberley (the Last Oracle series) and Siegemund-Broka

(making his YA debut) collaborated in this theater-centered novel . . . The coauthors wisely

balance out the romance with family drama, and Megan’s commitment to a future life in the

theater will please readers who share a similar love of Shakespeare and want a little romance

to go with their drama.”—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY“Megan and Owen’s flirty, whip-smart banter

is irresistible, and it’s refreshing to see a swoonworthy Asian male love interest . . . Charming

characters and an enchanting exploration of Shakespeare’s romantic tragedy make this debut

a must-read.”—KIRKUS REVIEWS“A delightful, light romance readers won’t be able to put

down.”—SLJ“It is refreshing to see a female character portrayed as fearless and comfortable

with her own physicality . . . Supporting characters include a realistically diverse group of

friends, and their interactions are authentic. Fans of Jenny Han and Kasie West will root for

Megan’s happiness.”—VOYAOTHER BOOKS YOU MAY ENJOYAnna and the French
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Before-Seen ChapterExcerpt from If I'm Being HonestONEROMEO: Is love a tender thing? It is

too rough,Too rude, too boist’rous, and it pricks like thorn.MERCUTIO: If love be rough with

you, be rough with love.I.iv.25–7“ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE . . .”Brian Anderson’s

butchering the line. I listen for the posturing and borderline mania Shakespeare intended, but—

nope. He’s doing some sort of half English accent and throwing iambic pentameter out the

window.“How about we stop there for a second?” I interrupt, standing up and straightening my

denim dress.“Just once, Megan, could we get through the scene?” Brian groans.I shoot him a

look and walk into the middle of the “stage,” which for today is the hill behind the drama room.

Our drama teacher, Ms. Hewitt—who everyone calls Jody—sent us outside to rehearse

whatever Shakespeare scene we wanted. And by “sent us,” I mean kicked us out for being

obnoxious. I picked the hill for our rehearsal space because I thought the pine trees nearby

would evoke the forest in As You Like It.Which was stupid, I now realize.“I feel like we’re not

getting what’s going on in the characters’ heads,” I say, ignoring Brian and speaking to the

group. It’s only the four of us out here in the middle of sixth period. Jeremy Handler wears a

hopeless expression next to Brian while Courtney Greene texts disinterestedly. “Orlando”—I

turn to Jeremy—“is fundamentally a nice guy. He only wants to steal from the Duke to help his

friend. Now, Jacques—”I falter. A glimpse of green catches my eye, a Stillmont High golf polo.

Biceps I have to admire peek through the sleeves. A wave of brown hair, an ever-present smirk,

and wow do I want to go over and flirt with Wyatt Rhodes.He’s twirling a hall pass, walking

unhurriedly in the direction of the bathroom. He’s chosen a good bathroom, I notice. Roomy,

with plenty of privacy because it’s not near the locker hall. Perfect for a brief make-out session.

I could walk over, compliment his impressive upper arms, lead him into said bathroom—Not

right now. If there’s one thing that could keep me from flirting, it’s directing the hell out of

Shakespeare.“Now, Jacques,” I repeat, regaining my directorial demeanor.“Come on, Megan,”

Brian interjects. “This scene doesn’t even count for our grade. Jody doesn’t give a shit. She just

wanted us out of the room. And you know everyone’s distracted.”I’m opening my mouth to

argue that every scene matters when I hear a voice. “Megan!”I turn to find my best friend,

Madeleine Hecht, jogging up the hill, her perfect red ponytail bouncing behind her, freckled

cheeks flushed with excitement. “I just left the library,” she continues, breathless—Madeleine

volunteers in the textbook room during sixth period. “And when I walked past the drama room I

saw Jody posting the cast list!”Hearing that, my actors drop their scripts and disappear around

the corner, obviously on their way to the bulletin board at the front of the Arts Center. Not

suppressing a smile, I collect the scripts.I’m a director, not an actress, so the cast list doesn’t

hold the same thrill and terror for me that it does for the rest of the class. But this year, I’ll be

making my Stillmont High stage debut in one of the smallest roles in Romeo and Juliet, the fall

semester play. I’m guessing Lady Montague or Friar John.I wouldn’t be, except it’s my dream to

go to the Southern Oregon Theater Institute. It’s the Juilliard of the west, with one of the best

directing programs in the nation. For whatever reason, they require every drama student to

have one acting credit on their résumé, a requirement I’m going to fulfill as painlessly as

possible.“Walk over with me?” I ask Madeleine.“Duh.” She quickly takes half the scripts off my

stack, chronically unable to resist lending a hand.Right then, Wyatt Rhodes emerges from the

bathroom. I follow the lanky confidence of his walk, biting my lip. It’s been six months since my

last relationship. I’m due for my next boyfriend. Scratch that—overdue.“Wait here,” I tell

Madeleine.“Megan—”I ignore her, a boy-starved moth drawn to a polo-wearing flame. I’m

grateful I spent the extra ten minutes brushing the inevitable knots out of my long brown hair

this morning. I know I don’t have Madeleine’s effortless beauty, but I’m not not pretty. I guess

I’m in the middle. I’m neither short nor long-legged. I have features not round, closer to round-



ish. Mine isn’t the body that comes with swearing off burgers or going running more often than

every January 2.Wyatt doesn’t notice me, preoccupied with tossing his hall pass from hand to

hand. I call out to him in a practiced and perfected come-hither voice.“Hey, Wyatt.” I gesture to

his defined biceps. “Do the abs match the arms?”Not my best work. I haven’t flirted in too long.

In fairness, it’s kind of a high-school bucket-list item of mine to make out with a really, really

nice six-pack, and the boy attached. Even in seven boyfriends, from athletes to drama kids,

nada.Wyatt grins broadly. I cannot believe I haven’t hooked up with him yet. It’s been obvious

he’s gorgeous for practically the entirety of high school, and this is far from the first time we’ve

exchanged flirtations. He doesn’t immediately come across as boyfriend material, but his

hotness must bespeak a valuable interior. I can picture us now, having long, thoughtful

conversations over cappuccinos . . .“They do on the days I don’t double up on breakfast

burritos,” Wyatt crows.Okay, short conversations over cappuccinos.“Today’s one of those days,”

he continues. “But don’t take my word for it.” He eyes me invitingly, his voice unsurprised.Not

just because he’s Wyatt Rhodes and he knows he’s gorgeous, either. It’s because I have a

reputation for being boldfaced like this. Unabashed. Unreserved. It’s no secret I’ve had seven

boyfriends, and I’m not ashamed. Class Flirt is a title I’ve enjoyed every minute of

cultivating.I’m about to take Wyatt up on his offer when I feel a hand on my elbow. “Bye, Wyatt,”

I hear Madeleine yell pointedly. “We have to go to class.” She drags me away from him, and in

a low if not entirely unamused voice, she says, “What’ve we talked about, Megan? Wyatt

Rhodes is on the no-flirt list.” She considers a moment, adding, “He’s number one on the no-

flirt list.”“No, he’s not,” I reply. “Principal Stone is.”Madeleine gives an exasperated grumble.

“Point taken. Wyatt’s definitely number two. You put him on the list yourself, remember? After

he asked in sophomore English what book Jane Eyre wrote?”I nod grudgingly. “And there was

the time he said Furious Seven was his favorite book on the yearbook survey.”“You’re going to

find a guy way better than Wyatt. Just give it time,” she reassures me as we walk down the hill

toward the Arts Center. “You don’t think Tyler has any competition for Romeo, do you?”Tyler

Dunning is Madeleine’s boyfriend. He headed off with a group of guys to rehearse Macbeth

when Jody banished us.“Of course not,” I answer easily.Tyler’s a leading man in every respect.

Tall, broad shouldered, with dark wavy hair—he’s undeniably hot. He plays baseball in spring

and still manages to score the lead in every theater production. Between his charisma and

Madeleine’s universal likability, they’re the total “it” couple of Stillmont High.“Who’d you audition

for?” Madeleine asks.“Lady Montague.”She wrinkles her nose. “Who even is that?”“Exactly.” I

grin. “She’s the smallest role in the play.”I’m expecting the crowd packed in around the bulletin

board when we turn the corner. What I’m not expecting is how everyone goes silent. I feel eyes

on me and hear whispers start to spread.“You guys aren’t being weird at all,” I mutter, trying to

sound sarcastic despite my mounting nerves. I know this silence. It’s the silence of the un-cast,

the scrutinized walk to the gallows of your play prospects. For the first time, I feel what my

classmates must whenever a cast list goes up. My pulse pounds, nerves thinning my breath. I

envision apologetic emails from SOTI, halfhearted tours of other colleges in winter. Even

though I’m not an actress, I need this part.I step up to the list, my pulse pounding, and intently

search the bottom of the sheet where the smaller roles will be listed. Lady Montague . . .I trace

my finger to the corresponding name. Alyssa Sanchez. My heart drops. Alyssa was the obvious

favorite for Juliet. Jody’s not messing around. This was brutal casting.Reading up the list, I

don’t find my name. Friar John, the Nurse . . . Unbelievable. Even after I explained my situation

to Jody, she still screwed me over.Then I reach the top of the list.TWOPRINCE: For never was

a story of more woeThan this of Juliet and her Romeo.V.iii.320–1“THIS IS A MISTAKE,

RIGHT?” IN SECONDS I’ve fought through the crowd and thrown open the door to Jody’s



office. “Juliet?”I hear something clatter to the floor. Jody’s office looks like a yard sale of

mementos she’s kept from every Stillmont production. There are playbills, props, and even

pieces of sets stuffed onto the shelves. What looks like a brass doorknob rolls in front of

me.Jody stands up from her desk, her chunky turquoise necklace rattling. “You’re not happy,”

she muses, studying me through her bright red glasses. They stand out even brighter against

her gray hair. “I thought you’d be happy.”I feel a heaviness settle on my shoulders. A nervous pit

opens in my stomach. “This isn’t a misunderstanding?” I ask weakly. “It’s not Anthony pulling a

prank or, I don’t know, a typo from an incompetent freshman you asked to print out the

list?”“No, the incompetence is all mine,” Jody says, a hint of humor in her voice.“I auditioned for

Lady Montague, not the lead of the play!” I barely keep myself from exploding.She raises an

eyebrow, unsmiling. “Well, you got the lead,” she says, her voice level.“Why? I don’t want it.

Can’t I be someone else? Anyone else?” I know I sound pleading.“You’re just nervous, Megan.”

Jody crosses her arms, but her tone has softened. “Yours was the only audition other than

Anthony Jenson’s that demonstrated a true understanding of the material. I’ve seen you direct

Shakespeare before, I know you understand the play. You’re Juliet, whether you like it or

not.”“Jody, please.” Now I’m definitely pleading. “You know I only auditioned because SOTI has

an acting requirement. I’ve never acted in my life.”“It’s a learning experience. I’m not expecting

you to win a Tony,” Jody says.“Well, are you expecting Romeo and Juliet to be a comedy? No?

Then—”“Megan,” she cuts me off sternly. “You auditioned for the play. You got Juliet. You can

take it or leave it, but I’ve cast every other role.”I know I have no choice—Jody knows it, too. It’s

already the end of September. This production’s my last chance for an acting credit before

college applications are due in December.“This is not going to go well for you.” I sigh in

exasperation, reaching for the door.I’ve taken one step outside Jody’s office when I run into

something solid and flat.“Whoa,” I hear above me.Of course. I step back to find Tyler grinning

down from the imposing height of six foot whatever. “Hey, Juliet,” he says, his deep voice

working on me in ways I sincerely wish it didn’t. “This could be awkward, huh?”It hits me

suddenly. Tyler’s Romeo. And I’m Juliet.I quickly recover. “Nothing could be more perfect than

the two of us playing doomed lovers.”He laughs and turns to face Madeleine, who’s come up

beside him.It’s not a big deal, but Tyler and I dated last year. Now we don’t. He’s with

Madeleine, but I’m not jealous or resentful. In a way, I was expecting it.Honestly, hating acting

isn’t the only reason I don’t want to play Juliet. The other reason is, I’m not a Juliet. I’m not the

girl in the center of the stage at the end of a love story. I’m the girl before, the girl guys date

right before they find their true love. Every one of my relationships ends exactly the same.Take

Tyler. He’s the only guy I’ve ever felt myself close to falling in love with, and he dumped me six

months ago to date my best friend. But I’m okay, really. Everyone knows Tyler and Madeleine

are meant to be. Besides, I’m used to it.It started when I was eleven. I’d just proclaimed to Lucy

Regis my undying love for Ryan Reynolds with the intention to marry him. The next day we

found out he’d married Blake Lively. Not that that was a real example. Just an omen of things to

come.The first boy I kissed, in seventh grade, passed me a note in social studies the next day

informing me he was going to ask Samantha Washington to the Hometown Fair. They’ve been

together ever since. Freshman year, my first real boyfriend ended up cheating on me with the

literal girl next door, who, it turned out, was Lucy Regis. They just celebrated their third

anniversary.It’s happened time and time again. It’s not a “curse” or something stupid like that—

it’s just more than a coincidence. And it’s why I couldn’t possibly get into the head of Juliet,

western literature’s icon of eternal love. If the world’s a stage, like Shakespeare wrote, then I’m

a supporting role. Or hidden in the wings.“You’re not going to steal my boyfriend, are you?”

Madeleine teases, wrapping an arm around Tyler.“No, that’s your thing,” I chide without



thinking.Madeleine’s face immediately falls, and I’m afraid she’s going to cry for the hundredth

time. When Madeleine confessed to me her feelings for my then-boyfriend, it took two hours of

hugs and reassurance before the guilty tears ended. It’s not like they cheated—Madeleine’s so

ridiculously thoughtful that she told me before she even told him.And it hurt. I won’t pretend it

didn’t. But I knew the pattern. I knew what was going to happen with me and Tyler. And I

understood I’d only get hurt worse trying to fight the inevitable. Better to let the relationship end

before I fell for him for real.I rush to put a hand on her arm. “It was just a dumb joke,

Madeleine,” I tell her. “You two are perfect.”She smiles, relieved, and leans into Tyler.“You guys

coming to the cast party?” Tyler asks.“Where?” Cast parties are a Stillmont drama institution.

Drama’s sixth period, but rehearsal can extend until 5 or 6 in the evening. For every production,

the cast and crew choose one location for post-rehearsal dinners and parties. I’m just hoping

it’s not Tyler’s house.“Verona, of course.” He grins like this is amusing.I groan. Stillmont’s an

hour from the Oregon Shakespeare Festival in Ashland. It’s not a coincidence we’re one of the

strongest high-school drama programs in the state, probably the country. When I’m not being

forced to play the most famous female role in theater, I feel pretty lucky to have a teacher like

Jody, not to mention the departmental funding. Unfortunately, however, proximity to Ashland

has its downsides. Namely, an inordinate amount of Shakespeare-themed establishments.

Verona Pizza is one of the worst.Tyler doesn’t hear, or he pretends not to. He looks down at

Madeleine. “I’ll drive you home after.”“But I have—” she starts.“I know,” Tyler interrupts, tugging

her ponytail affectionately. “Your sister’s ballet recital. I’ll have you home in time.”I roll my eyes.

Watching them together was the quickest, if not necessarily easiest, way of extinguishing

whatever lingering feelings I had for Tyler. Now when I look at him, I honestly can’t imagine

dating him—regardless of how his objective adherence to certain standards of male desirability

might occasionally affect me.They smile at each other for a moment, looking like the contented

lovers in erectile-dysfunction ads.I’d hate them if I weren’t happy for them.I walk to the

restaurant while Tyler and Madeleine drive over together. Verona’s just ten minutes from school

—I’d probably go there every day if the place didn’t repulse me. I’m hoping the easiest way to

cure the cast’s eagerness for Verona is a meal there followed by certain food poisoning.In the

parking lot, I glance up at the marquee, which today reads To eat pizza or not to eat pizza?

That is the question. I shake my head. The Bard would be proud.Inside, it’s worse. The wood

paneling of the booths gives way to kindergarten-quality murals of medieval towers and turrets,

interposed awkwardly with out-of-context Romeo and Juliet quotes. “What’s in a name?” is

written in three different sizes over the soda machine, and I pass by “Romeo, Romeo, where

art thou, Romeo?” over the door of the arcade. Yes, there’s an arcade, and it’s not even the

correct quote. It’s definitely wherefore.The big booth in the back is packed with the usual

theater crowd, but when I walk up, Anthony Jenson slides over to make room. He’s holding a

copy of the play, and when I sit down, he thumbs it open.“This monologue is incredible,” he

says after a minute.“Um, which?” I lean over. He’s playing a lead, I’m certain of that. Ever since

he transferred here freshman year, poached by Jody from a school district unwilling to cast a

black actor in prominent roles, he’s earned key parts in every production.He glances up at me,

mock-indignant. “You didn’t check who I was playing?” He drops the script on the table in front

of me. I read the open page. It’s Mercutio’s monologue about the fairy Queen Mab. “Everyone

thinks Romeo’s the best male role,” he continues intently, “but Mercutio’s way more challenging.

He’s got a long monologue, a death scene—” He breaks off suddenly. “What am I saying? I’m

talking to Juliet!”“Don’t remind me,” I grumble.He eyes me sympathetically. “You’ll be fine,

Megan.” He pats my shoulder. “In any case, it’s a free trip to Ashland.”I blink. “Ashland?”“The

Shakespeare Festival—”“I know what the Oregon Shakespeare Festival is,” I cut him off. “What



does it have to do with our play?”“Nobody told you?” Anthony looks incredulous. “Stillmont got

accepted to the high-school feature this year. We’re performing Romeo and Juliet in Ashland in

December.”A tightness takes hold of my chest. Jody just had to choose the most prestigious

Shakespeare festival in the country to force me into the spotlight. “Learning experience, my

ass,” I mutter under my breath. I must look pale, because Anthony’s watching me with an

expression that’s half concern, half distrust.“You’re going to be great. You have to be great. This

production needs to stand out. Reps from Juilliard are going to be there, evaluating me—”“I got

it, Anthony!” I loudly interrupt. “I’m just nervous. I’ll figure something out,” I say.Anthony’s gone

quiet. I glance over, guessing I’ll find him with his head in his hands, weighing the devastation

I’ll wreak on his college chances.But I notice he’s no longer looking at me, and I follow his eye

line—right to a blond and obnoxiously muscled busboy. He looks our age, but I definitely would

have noticed someone like him at Stillmont. He must go to one of the private schools in the

area.“Oh my god,” Anthony mutters, watching the busboy clear a table and head into the

kitchen. I know what that look means. Like me, Anthony falls fast and falls often. The difference

is, he falls hard. He believes every guy is the one, and he’s devastated every time a

relationship falls apart. Still, there’s no use trying to stop him.“Go,” I say, standing up and letting

him out of the booth. Wordlessly, he does.I realize I’m left sitting next to a group of senior girls

who I know all auditioned for Juliet. Alyssa Sanchez is looking at me like she wishes I would go

full-Juliet and stab myself with a dagger right about now. Her entourage won’t even make eye

contact.“I didn’t audition for the part, you know,” I say, hoping to defuse the tension. This kind of

drama is yet another reason I prefer directing.“Well, you got it,” Alyssa replies icily.“It’s

obviously going to be a disaster,” I try to joke.“Yes.” She stands up. “It will.”A couple of her

clique follow her out of the booth. I look around the room, feeling distinctly out of place—or out

of context. I know everyone here from drama, where I watch and direct them, but never

participate. Now I’m expected to act alongside them. I spot Tyler and Madeleine in the arcade,

adorably tag-teaming a Whack-A-Mole game. Everyone else, I notice, is darting glances

between Tyler and me. Between Romeo and Juliet.Everyone except one boy, sitting by himself,

writing feverishly in a notebook.I recognize him as the new kid in drama this year. He’s Asian,

thin without looking underfed, with hair a little overdue for a haircut—which he’s presently

running his fingers through contemplatively—and wearing a well-fitting gray sweater. I’m not

sure I’ve ever heard him talk, but he’d definitely be better company than Alyssa’s minions

giving me death glares. Without a second thought, I walk over and sit down in his empty

booth.“Owen Okita, right?” I remember his name from a class we had together once. Freshman

math? I’ve seen him hanging out in the halls with Jordan Wood, the editor of the school paper

who moved to Chicago this summer, but I’ve never really noticed him.Owen blinks up at

me.“You weren’t in drama last year,” I continue.“Don’t I know it,” he says, and his voice startles

me. For a guy I’ve never heard speak, he sounds surprisingly sure of himself. “I’m completely

out of my element.”“Who’d you audition for?” I ask, noticing he’s fidgeting with his pen.“I just

wanted to play an extra. Instead, I’m Friar Lawrence. Like, I’m a character.”“Come on.” I smile,

relieved and sort of stunned to find someone else in my situation. “Friar Lawrence isn’t an

important character.”“Every character’s important.” He sounds slightly affronted.I pause,

curious. Owen signed up for drama in his senior year just to play an extra? “Well, why’d you

audition, then?”“Romeo and Juliet. It’s, uh . . .” He looks embarrassed and drums his pen on the

table. “It’s my favorite play. When I saw drama was doing it I had to join, but I’m terrified on

stage, and Friar Lawrence has a ton of lines.”I feel myself smile, respecting this boy who can

admit to stage fright and appreciating Romeo and Juliet. “You think you’ve got it bad? Guess

who I’ve got.” I reach across the table and grab the pen out of his hand, putting an end to his



nervous tapping. Owen’s eyes follow it, his ears reddening.“The Nurse?” he asks, stowing his

hands under the table.“The Nurse? Should I be offended?”“I, sorry, I—” His ears flame

brighter.“Go higher,” I instruct, enjoying how easy it is to fluster him.Owen pauses. “Megan

Harper,” he says after a moment, like he’s just recalled my name from the recesses of his

memory. I wonder if he remembers me from freshman math, too, or if he knows me for the

reason everyone knows me—because I hang out with Madeleine and Tyler, homecoming

queen- and king-to-be. I can practically see Owen connect my name to the cast list in his head.

“You’re Juliet . . .” He studies me. “And you’re not excited.”“Nope.” I return the pen in a gesture

of goodwill.“You must be the only girl in the history of high-school theater not thrilled to be

Juliet.”“I don’t think there’s a girl alive who’d want to play Juliet opposite her ex,” I reply.His eyes

widen. “Who’s playing Romeo?”Now it’s my turn to be surprised. “You don’t know?” I didn’t think

there was anyone left in Stillmont who hadn’t heard in too much detail about Tyler and me

breaking up. If he’s unclear about my history, I guess he does remember me from freshman

math.“Uh. Should I?” Owen looks lost. I nod in Tyler’s direction, and Owen’s eyebrows shoot up

once more.“Seriously, I can’t believe you haven’t heard the story.”“My apologies for not being

up-to-date on the drama-kid gossip,” he says with a hint of a smile. I laugh, and his smile

widens until it lights up his face. But before I can reply, Anthony’s standing next to the booth.“I

got a job,” he says, and without missing a beat, “Hey, Owen.”“You already have a job.” I frown,

looking up at Anthony. Then I notice the blond busboy collecting dishes across the room, and I

realize what’s happening here. “Anthony, tell me you didn’t change career paths because

you’re hot on the busboy.”He rolls his eyes, but he’s smiling. “Starbucks isn’t a career path. And

it’s not for the busboy—it’s for love. And the busboy has a name—Eric.”I’m about to complain

about the loss of free Frappuccinos when my phone’s alarm buzzes in my bag. “Shit,” I say

instead. I lost track of time. “I have to go.”“It’s so early! You haven’t even eaten!” Anthony

protests. Then a moment later, his expression shifts. “Oh, right. It’s five on Friday,” he says,

realizing.I get up. “We’ll talk about the busboy—”“Eric,” Anthony interrupts.“—tomorrow,” I finish,

and give Owen a nod. “Talk to you later, Friar Lawrence.”I close the front door quietly when I

get home. The house is silent, nothing short of a miracle these days. I head upstairs and hope

my mom isn’t frustrated. I’m a little late for our weekly video call.Mom lives in Texas, where she

moved when she and my dad divorced. When my dad divorced her, to be precise. I don’t really

understand why it happened. I know they married and had me when they were only twenty-

three. People throw around things like irreconcilable differences and too young and fell out of

love. I guess I don’t really understand what it is to fall out of love. I wouldn’t understand. I’m

never given the chance.But I remember the day my parents sat me down in the living room, my

dad stony-faced and my mom trying to keep her composure, and told me it was over. The

words mutual decision were repeated over and over. They began to ring false when Mom went

to cry in the bathroom while Dad finished the conversation.I didn’t move with her to Texas

because I couldn’t pass up the Stillmont theater program, which she understood. I think it was

good for her to get some distance from reminders of her ex-husband, me included. But I’ve

spent every summer vacation at her condo in San Marcos since the split three years ago.

While I could do without the 100-degree heat, it’s nice helping out with the booth at the farmers’

markets and fairs where she sells her jewelry.I ease open the door to my room. It’s a mess. Of

course it’s a mess. Three maxi dresses that didn’t find their way to the closet are draped over

my bedframe. It appears I launched a denim jacket at the green coat rack in the corner but

missed, and it’s heaped on the floor on top of my boots.My laptop’s buried under a tangle of

jewelry—the remains of this morning’s failed attempt to find a pair of earrings I’m pretty sure

vanished in Tyler’s couch. I sweep everything off and shove aside my wristband alarm clock. It



was a “gift” from Dad, who was far too pleased with himself for thinking of it. I’ve worn industrial-

strength earplugs at night since our house got noisier a year and a half ago but I have to wake

up for school at 6, and the horrible wristband vibrates me awake.I open FaceTime on my

computer, taking a second to brush my fingers through my hair.Mom’s face appears on the

screen. “Hey, I’m really sorry I’m late,” I rush to say.“If I expected you to be on time, I wouldn’t

be a very in-touch mother.” She tucks a strand of wavy dark hair behind her ear. Mom has hair

like mine, only much bigger. “What were you up to?”“Just some unprotected sex with a guy I

met on the Internet,” I reply casually.Mom blanches, then her expression flattens when she

realizes I’m joking. “Don’t terrify your mother, Megan. It’s not nice.”Grinning, I continue. “I

would’ve preferred unprotected sex with creepy Internet dude, honestly. I had to go to a cast

party.”She studies me, confused. “For one of your scenes?”“No,” I groan. I explain about Romeo

and Juliet and why I was forced to audition. “It turns out I’m . . . Juliet, or whatever.”Mom’s

eyebrows skyrocket. “You auditioned for a lead?”“Of course I didn’t! Jody’s just being

impossible. Believe me, I’d be anyone else if she’d let me.”Mom chuckles. “I’m just glad I wasn’t

in the dark about my daughter’s newfound acting aspirations.”“No, there’s nothing new with me,”

I say quietly.Mom’s watching me with something like concern when my bedroom door opens

without warning.“Megan, what did I—” My dad’s voice comes through the door, followed by the

rest of him. He stops when he catches sight of my mom. “Oh, right, sorry,” he mutters, suddenly

stiff. “Hi, Catherine,” he says without stepping farther into my room. “How are you and

Randall?”“Fine,” Mom replies in the pinched tone she always gets when talking to my dad.

“How are you? And Rose?” she adds after a second.“Tired.” He gives what I think is supposed

to be a smile, but it looks strained. “Rose is going to take leave soon.”“That’s exciting.” Mom

nods.Looking the opposite of excited to be having this conversation, Dad places his hand on

the doorknob. “Well, I’ll leave you guys to it. Megan, just keep the volume down.”I sigh,

exasperated, and mumble about not being able to talk in my own bedroom.Mom says gently

after a moment, “You know, you’re always welcome to move in with Randall and me.”I force a

scoff. “And miss the opportunity to play Juliet opposite Tyler Dunning?”Mom grimaces. “Oof, I’m

sorry to hear that. But really,” she continues, “if it’s ever too chaotic there, we’d love to have

you.”“Thanks, Mom,” I say, softening, not wanting her generosity to go unacknowledged. She

deserves a real answer. “It’s just, I’m at the top of the drama program at Stillmont. I’ve built up

my scene work here, I’m in charge of organizing the Senior Scene Showcase, Romeo and

Juliet’s even going to be featured in Ashland. I have to stay.”“Well . . . you can change your mind

anytime,” Mom says reluctantly. “What’s this about Ashland, though?”“It’s nothing. Jody in her

infinite wisdom put us up for a high-school feature at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, and

they took us,” I say to the floor.“That doesn’t seem like nothing.” Mom sounds excited. Uh-oh.

“When is it? I’d love to come!”“No, Mom, it’s not a big deal, really,” I hurriedly

protest.“Resistance is futile, Megan. If you won’t tell me when it is, Dad will.”I’m rolling my eyes

when from downstairs comes an ear-splitting wail.“Sounds like you have to go,” Mom speaks

up over the screeching.“What? You don’t want to stick around? This will be going for the next

twenty minutes,” I say with half a grin, and she laughs. “I’ll talk to you later, Mom.”I hang up and

go downstairs. The source of the howling is sitting in her high chair in the kitchen. My nineteen-

month-old half sister Erin is adorable, but she’s got lungs that’d make her the envy of the spring

musical cast. I stop in the doorway, wanting a final moment to myself.My stepmom reaches for

Erin. Rose is tall, blonde, and undeniably beautiful. If she looks like she just turned thirty, it’s

because she did. She and my dad have been married for two and a half years. I wasn’t thrilled

when I first met her. It was only months after the divorce, and I was still holding out childish

hope my dad would change his mind and realize Mom really was his meant-to-be.Rose ended



that. When I learned my dad was dating a woman ten years younger, I had my doubts about

his sincerity. I figured he was turning forty and having a midlife crisis, dating a pretty blonde

who made him “feel young.” He was a cliché.Then I took one look at the two of them, and I

finally understood what I didn’t in two years witnessing my parents’ crumbling marriage. He

wasn’t going through a midlife crisis. He wasn’t chafing at the institution of marriage—he just

wasn’t in love with my mom. I saw the smile my dad gave Rose the day I met her, a smile I’d

never remembered seeing on him, and I knew he could never really regret the divorce.Because

he’d fallen in love with Rose. It wasn’t about her age, or about anything but the two of them

together. He had become a cliché—only not the one I’d expected. He’d found his

soulmate.“Hey,” Dad says from the stove, pointing a spatula at Rose. “I told you not to get up for

anything.” He glances back at her, his same adoring smile looking like a love-struck

teenager’s.Rose also happens to be seven months pregnant.She rolls her eyes but lays a hand

on her stomach, her expression warming as she sits back down.I should hate Rose. I should

hate the very idea of her. Sometimes I even wish I did, but the truth is, I never have. It’s not her

fault my parents’ relationship wasn’t forever like I imagined. I don’t blame her for my dad loving

her in a way he never could my mom. Still, despite my inability to hate her, she and I are more

like somewhat-awkward roommates than two people with the same last name.Dad drops the

spatula, wincing when Erin lets out a particularly shrill yell, and races to hand Erin her favorite

stuffed elephant.I give myself one more moment. I love Erin, and I don’t dislike Rose, but it’s

hard sometimes. This is my senior year. I should be studying on weeknights and going to

parties on Saturdays. Instead, I’m struggling to concentrate through my earplugs and

babysitting. I should be figuring out my future and finding myself—instead, I’m figuring out a

relationship with a new stepmother and finding baby food on my books.It’s not only that,

though. What’s hardest is watching my dad build a new life that I’m less a part of every day.

Especially with Erin and the baby on the way, it’s like they’re just letting me live here for the

year before I go to college. Before they have the family they want.THREEFRIAR LAWRENCE:

These violent delights have violent endsAnd in their triumph die, like fire and powder,Which, as

they kiss, consume.II.vi.9–11I RECOGNIZE HIS HAIR FROM A BLOCK behind him. Black,

pushed in one direction like he’s recently run his right hand through it a bunch. Which he

probably has—I remember the way he fidgeted constantly in the Verona booth. As if when he’s

not writing in his notebook, his hands search incessantly for something to do.Owen Okita walks

by himself up to a corner, where a giant puddle’s overtaken the curb, a remnant of yesterday’s

rainstorm. I spent the day watching and re-watching Olivia Hussey’s performance in Zeffirelli’s

Romeo and Juliet for preparation, which only tightened the knots in my stomach. Today is

Monday, the day of our first rehearsal.I reach the stop sign and roll down my window in time to

catch Owen crossing the street.“Hey,” I call. “You want a ride?” I’d welcome the conversation to

keep my mind off the rehearsal.He looks up, searching for the source of my voice. When he

finds me, his eyes a little surprised, he says, “I’m good. Thanks, though.”I wrinkle the corner of

my mouth, putting on an offended pout. “I did shower, you know. I don’t smell.”“That’s not—” He

shakes his head, cutting himself off. His eyebrows twitch in feigned inquisitiveness. “Do people

often refuse rides with you because you smell?”I can’t help myself—I feel my eyes flit a little

wider.Owen looks satisfied when I have no reply. “I just like to walk,” he explains. “It gives me

time to think.”I shrug, recovering. “Your loss. For your information, I even used my coconut

shower gel today. I smell exceptional.” I drive past him, catching in the rearview mirror how he

blinks once or twice, then takes a step forward directly into the puddle. He glances down

sharply as if he’s just remembered it’s there.Madeleine’s waiting for me in the parking lot when

I pull in ten minutes later.Even though she’s beloved by everyone and could have her pick of



best friends, from the cheer captain to the future valedictorian, Madeleine’s chosen me. For

whatever reason. I wouldn’t even call her popular, except in the dictionary sense of the word.

I’m liked well enough, but mostly people know me because they know her.It’s part of the

reason I don’t mind being known as the school flirt. Because then I’m something. Something

other than just the girl who’s friends with Madeleine.When I reach her by the bike racks, she

greets me with a gushing recap of her weekend. She spent Saturday running a bake sale for

charity and Sunday indoors while it rained, building card houses and drinking hot chocolate

with her sister and Tyler. Tyler never hung out with my family while we were together—not that

Erin’s fun unless you enjoy wiping runny noses and repeatedly cleaning everything within

reach of her admittedly adorable arms. But Tyler and Madeleine’s relationship is different. I

guess when you have a relationship like that it turns even the boring things beautiful.We walk

into the locker hall, and I’m distracted immediately by Wyatt Rhodes, who’s admiring his hair in

a mirror he’s hung up in his locker. It’s the vainest thing I’ve ever seen.But I can’t blame him. I’m

admiring him, too, and it’s really unfair he needs a mirror to enjoy the view the rest of us

have.“Megan.” Madeleine’s voice breaks my concentration. From her gently stern expression, I

know I’m caught.“What if he’s a great guy on the inside? We need to give people a chance,” I

implore weakly.Madeleine grabs my elbow with her perfect peach nails. “Number two. On the

list,” she admonishes. She steers me past Wyatt. I don’t restrain myself from stealing a final

look over my shoulder. When we’ve rounded a corner, leaving Wyatt and his arms behind,

Madeleine plants us in the middle of the hall. She pulls me by the shoulders to face her.“We’re

going to the football game this week,” she says with finality.“What? Why?” I have zero interest

whatsoever in organized sports, especially in the high-school context. Unless the uniform’s a

Speedo.“Because then I’ll know you’re nowhere near Wyatt Rhodes on Friday night.”I grimace.

“You’re worse than my mom. What’s wrong with a hookup, even when it’s . . . you know,

Wyatt?”A group of junior girls I’m sure Madeleine’s hardly ever spoken to wave enthusiastically.

She smiles back before her eyes return to me. “Nothing’s wrong with a hookup with Wyatt,” she

replies with accusatory innocence. “What you want isn’t a hookup, Megan. It never is. You want

a boyfriend, and you’re looking in desperate places because you’ve been single longer than

usual. But Wyatt Rhodes wouldn’t make you happy. You know that.”I fall silent, unable to argue.

Of course she’s right. She’s Madeleine.“I won’t go for Wyatt,” I grudgingly promise. “But I’m not

going to the football game,” I declare. Madeleine gives me a wry smile.“We’ll talk,” she says,

tipping her head forward in a this-conversation’s-not-over gesture. She turns down the hallway

to her first-period class.Heading for the doorway to mine, I catch a glimpse of Owen down the

hall. His sweater’s askew, probably because he had to rush to get to school on time. He’s

putting a pile of papers into his locker. One falls to the floor, and I recognize an issue of the

school newspaper. He must have two or three copies. It occurs to me he’s probably sending

them to Jordan, figuring he might like to have a copy.It must be hard, having your closest friend

move to a different state in your senior year. Even though Madeleine gives annoyingly perfect

advice, I can’t imagine how adrift I’d feel if she moved away one day and left me here. I have a

feeling Owen didn’t just join drama because he’s really into Romeo and Juliet. He’s probably

trying to find new friends. I make a mental note to invite him to sit with the drama kids at

lunch.He hurriedly grabs his things from his locker and races to a classroom door, only to

pause right outside. As if he can’t control himself, he pulls out his notebook and jots down a

quick—I don’t know what. Observation? Idea? Reminder? The Fibonacci sequence? For the

flash of a moment, I wish I knew.I reach for the door to my class, weighing Madeleine’s words.

She wasn’t wrong—not only about Wyatt. I have been single for a while. I do want a boyfriend.

If I survive today, I’m going to put real thought into finding someone I could care about and who



could care about me.Hours before the first Romeo and Juliet rehearsal, I want to vomit. Or

disappear. Or both.Instead, I try to pretend nothing’s bothering me as I sit down in one of the

circles of drama kids decamped on the hill outside the drama room for lunch. Everyone’s here

except Anthony, who without fail uses lunch to get ahead in his classes. I once tried hanging

out with him until the librarian ejected me for complaining too loudly and too often about how

boring geometry is.I usually enjoy sitting with the rest of the drama kids, running lines and

planning cast parties. Not today. I don’t like the way everyone’s eyes turn to me when I sit

down.“You must be, like, totally excited,” Jenna Cho says, beaming at me from across the

circle. Her enthusiasm’s as infectious as a headache, and no less uncomfortable.“I’m . . . Yeah,

definitely excited,” I halfheartedly reply. Ugh. If my acting’s this stiff in rehearsal, this play is

screwed.I notice Alyssa eyeing me. “You know, I played Juliet in a summer production at the

community theater downtown. I’d be happy to sit down with you and show you my notes.” She

forces a saccharine smile.I smile back at her, just as insincere. “Thanks, but I’ve got it,

Alyssa.”Jenna reaches forward to hand me the plate of cookies they’ve been passing around. “I

mean, it shouldn’t be challenging playing opposite Tyler.” Her grin widens.“It wouldn’t be the

first time sparks fly between a Romeo and a Juliet,” Cate Dawson chimes in, eyebrows raised.

“You two even have a history.”Of course that’s the moment Madeleine happens to walk up, arm

in arm with Tyler. I see her smile fade, and I know she heard Cate’s comment. Even worse, I’m

not oblivious enough to figure she’s not already worried about it.I have to defuse. “I’m the last

person who could have sparks with Tyler. Been there, done that, right?”The girls laugh, and

Madeleine gives me a grateful smile.“Yeah, creating chemistry with Megan,” Tyler starts,

looking around the circle like he’s on stage. “This will be the truest test of my acting prowess

yet.” He flashes the crowd his most charming grin, and I remember Hamlet—“one may smile,

and smile, and be a villain.”Just because I’m over Tyler doesn’t mean his insults don’t hurt.The

sting of Tyler’s words hasn’t faded by the end of the day. But when I get to drama, Owen’s

sitting outside the classroom, writing in his notebook. Again. Everyone else has gone inside,

and I decide to enjoy a couple more Tyler-less minutes.I stop in front of his feet. “Ready to sell

some drugs to underage girls?”Owen looks up, his dark eyes going wide. “What?”“You know”—

I nudge his shoe with my boot—“Friar Lawrence?”He pauses, then asks with feigned

seriousness, “You ready to pursue an inappropriate relationship with an overemotional

teenager that’ll end terribly for everyone involved?” His features harden into an inquisitive

challenge, underwritten with humor.“Sounds like a typical Monday,” I reply.Now he smiles, and

it’s the same smile from Verona, the one that brightens his entire face. He gets up and holds

the door open for me.Where on an ordinary day the drama room’s just chaos—improv games

breaking out in the front of the room while the choir crossovers belt show tunes by the piano—

today there’s order to the commotion. Most of the Romeo and Juliet cast sits in a circle of

chairs in the middle of the room. The senior girls have gathered around Alyssa, who’s reading

from Juliet’s death scene. Anthony paces in the back of the room, doing vocal warm-ups. I’m hit

with a new rush of nausea, remembering what he said on Friday, how much this means to

him.Jody comes in a second after I sit down with Owen. “We’re doing a read-through of the

scene where Romeo and Juliet meet,” she announces, and shoves a stack of scripts into

Anthony’s hands.I notice Tyler, seated opposite me in the circle, smirking when he finds his

place in the scene. Once Anthony’s handed out all the scripts, Tyler stands up and starts right

in. “O, she doth teach the torches to burn bright!”I poorly restrain an eye-roll. In every read-

through I’ve been to, the actors didn’t get out of their seats. Tyler’s just grandstanding. But even

I have to concede he’s delivering it perfectly. If this is the truest test of his acting prowess, he’s

acing it.“Forswear it, sight, for I ne’er saw true beauty till this night,” Tyler continues, his eyes



burning into me.“Either he is good,” Owen mutters beside me, “or he means it.”“He’s acting.

Definitely acting,” I whisper, crossing my arms and sinking into my seat. I’m dimly aware of the

scene progressing for the next couple minutes, but all I can think about is my impending first

line.Like he knows he’s screwing with me, Tyler saunters from his seat to mine and stops in

front of me. “If I profane with my unworthiest hand this holy shrine, the gentle sin is this.” He

reaches for my hand, and I snatch it away on instinct.Tyler’s eyes narrow. Whatever Juliet’s

supposed to do in this moment, it’s not that. I feel the whole class staring at me. Tyler repeats

the line, reaching for my hand once more. I force myself to let him take it. But when he leans

down to brush his lips across my knuckles, I flinch and rip my hand from his. I hear Anthony

groan.“Megan,” Tyler whispers in a sigh of frustration.I look at Jody. “It’s a read-through, not a

rehearsal. Can’t we just read from our chairs?” I nod pointedly at Tyler’s, which is empty.“Don’t

be difficult,” Jody says, hardly glancing up from her script.“Fine,” I murmur, even though it’s not.

“Um, could you go again?” I ask Tyler.He takes a deep breath and delivers the line, impeccably

concealing his irritation. I close my eyes as he takes my hand, but I know I’m not covering my

grimace when I feel his breath on my skin. He’s leaning down. I should bite my tongue, push

myself to be Juliet.But I can’t. I jerk back for the third time, and Tyler’s jaw tightens.Wait, I

realize, this could work.“Good pilgrim,” I begin, heaping sarcasm on the line before he can

restart the scene. Tyler looks startled to hear me actually reading my part, and I hear the room

holding its breath. “You do wrong your hand too much, which mannerly devotion shows in

this”—I transform Juliet’s lines from demure and cautious to combative and superior—“for

saints have hands that pilgrims’ hands do touch, and palm to palm is holy palmer’s kiss.”Jody’s

gone still, pen pressed to her lips. But Tyler steps into the new dynamic without missing a beat.

His delivers his lines flawlessly, making Romeo work twice as hard to impress my unimpressed

Juliet.“Saints do not move, though grant for prayers’ sake,” I say, sneering.“Then move not while

my prayer’s effect I take.” Tyler leans forward, lips puckered, and I dramatically turn my head to

offer him my cheek.I hear snickers around me, and Tyler and I banter the next couple lines.

When I apply an extra dose of sarcasm to Juliet’s final remark—“You kiss by th’ book”—

everyone laughs.I feel my shoulders straighten. Everyone’s eyes are still on me, but for the first

time I don’t feel the need to step out of the spotlight or deflect with a joke. Tyler bounds off to

exchange lines with Jenna, the Nurse, and I’m left reflecting. If there was one thing I wasn’t

expecting from this rehearsal, it was to not hate every second of it.The door opens in the

middle of the scene, and a stagehand walks in holding a box of props. I’m following along with

the dialogue when something tumbles from the box and loudly hits the floor. I glance up at the

moment the stagehand bends down, and suddenly it’s not just a stagehand picking up what he

dropped.It’s a veritable hipster Adonis. I recognize his face, I just don’t remember it being this,

well—hot. It takes me a second to connect this stunning figure to Billy Caine, the scrawny

stage manager I talked to a couple of times when I directed Twelfth Night last year. He’s

changed his hair to a slicked-back undercut, and from the way his black V-neck stretches

across his chest, he looks like he went to the gym once or twice over the summer.
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Dan S. Tong, “Fun Shakespeare Themed Romance !. I liked this book because here we have

a female protagonist who is smart, outspoken, and does not fit into the usual gender roles. She

starts off not fully understanding herself, but by the end of the book, with the help of friends,

especially one friend, she learns what she wants, becomes ready to accept it, and wins the

relationship jackpot.For a YA Romance book, the plot is refreshing, with the upcoming

Shakespeare's Romeo & Juliet play beautifully blended into our protagonists story. I also

enjoyed the fact that her greatest interest was not in acting, but in directing. Once again going

against the usual gender stereotype.I found the book very entertaining, and although had a

pretty good idea of the ending, I had fun seeing just exactly how the authors were setting it all

up.I recommend the book and I'm looking forward to reading more books by the authors.”

Makenna, “and just like I thought when I first read the synopsis and .... I had hyped this book

up a lot before I read it, so I was a little nervous going into it because I had such high hopes,

and the I got even more nervous when I wasn't really getting into for the first few chapters.

When I had time to sit down and dedicate time to it though and got further into it, I was

completely drawn in, and just like I thought when I first read the synopsis and was interested in

the book, I ended up falling in love. What I loved most were the characters, and the fact that I

loved so many of them. I don't know who was my favorite to read, Megan or Owen, because I

loved them both so much in their own ways. With Megan, I loved how unapologetic she was

with how much she dated. Very often girls get shamed for being sexually open, and I don't see

many young adult characters like that honesty which just made that so much more enjoyable to

read about. Owen was just so adorable and cute and I don't even know what else to say

because I am so head of heels for him. Not only were the two main characters enjoyable to

read, but I also enjoyed reading about Megan's friend Anthony and Madeleine, a lot of times

characters like this can be thrown to the side and not developed, but NOPE, they had their own

character arcs and everything. I loved these characters very much and could go on about what

I loved about them, but what made them even better as characters was that they were flawed,

definitely flawed, and they were called out on those flaws and they learned from them. While

all I want to do is rave about this book right now, there was one thing about this book that I still

don't quite know how I completely feel, which was that Owen had a girlfriend who lived in Italy

during most of the book. There were times when characters crossed lines that they shouldn't

have, and there were times when that was acknowledged, but that was something that was

always in the back of my mind but wasn't always on the characters minds. That was probably

vague and confusing, and honestly it's because I can't come to a conclusion as to whether or

not it bothered me. I feel like everyone is going to have different opinions on it, and while there



were times where it nagged on me, I ultimately did not ruin the story for me.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Cute contemporary romance. To read or not to read, that is the

question… and when it comes to this book, ‘read’ is the answer!Always Never Yours by Emily

Wibberley and Austin Siegemund-Broka follows Megan Harper, an aspiring director and

shameless flirt, who inadvertently lands the starring role in her high school’s production of

Romeo and Juliet to earn an acting credit for the college of her dreams. However, Megan isn’t

Juliet material, in her opinion she’s more of a Rosaline since every guy she dates finds “the

one” after they break up. With the help of Owen, who will help her land her new crush if she

helps with his play, she may break the curse once and for all.I’ve recently read two books by

this author duo, Always Never Yours and If I’m Being Honest and this book. If I had to choose a

favorite Always Never Yours would win. While I’m typically not a fan of books that involve plays

or acting, I thoroughly enjoyed Always Never Yours (I couldn’t put it down!) and can see it

landing on one of my end of the year favorites list.In both this book and If I’m Being Honest, I

enjoyed that the authors decided to create a main female character that is bold, outgoing, and

completely confident in herself. While I definitely identify more with shy and introverted

characters, that is the typical YA main character in a contemporary novel, so it’s a refreshing to

see a character like Megan, who doesn’t fit that mold.In this book, I also really appreciated how

the author incorporated Shakespeare and the school play. Like I mentioned previously, I always

find myself underwhelmed and unimpressed with book that focus on this topic. However, the

authors completely nailed what it’s like to be in a school play. I also liked the whole Rosaline

idea and how it expanded outside of Megan’s romantic relationships and related to how she felt

in her new family situation as well.One aspect of the book that irritated me was one hypocritical

action Megan takes in the story. Megan learns in the book some harsh truths about a past

relationship where her boyfriend wasn’t faithful to her like she expected. Obviously, this makes

her angry. However, it doesn’t stop her from making advances at Owen, who has a girlfriend.

While Owen definitely isn’t innocent in this situation either, Megan brushes off any come ons to

Owen because she pretends that he made up this girlfriend from a summer camp. The author

probably included this for Megan to feel like the cast off girl again, but I found it completely

unnecessary to the story. While I did like Megan and Owen together, this part of their story

bothered me because it didn’t need to be included and left a sour taste in my mouth.Despite

some minor issues with this book, I overall really enjoyed Always Never Yours. I read this book

from start to finish in one day because I couldn’t put it down. For me, this book made me put

these authors on my auto-buy list for contemporaries in the future. I give Always Never Yours

five of five stars.”

Boo, “Amazing. I loved this book, it was well written and at the start I had mixed feelings about

the main character but by the end I loved her and all her vices.”

Nicole Jagusch, “Loved it so much!!!. I'm just such a big fan of Emily Wibberley's The Last

Oracle series, that I had to read her newest book, even though the genre was the complete

opposite and she had a co author for this one.And I loved it. I truly loved this book and Megan's

story.I loved Megan the main character. Most of the times, when it comes to contemporary, you

always have the main character who is supposed to be that perfect little butterfly. Megan

wasn't. And I loved that. It also made me love her even more. She was flawed, she made

mistakes. But she grew. She seriously grew so much throughout the whole book.We also had

some really great side characters that I absolutely loved. Anthony, who is one of Megan's best



friends. And Madeleine, her other best friend. And of course Owen. Owen, be still my heart. He

was amazing and wonderful and just overall very dreamy.I loved the relationships in this book.

The friendships. Megan and Anthony. Megan and Madeleine. They also weren't perfect. They

had quite some flaws. But I loved that. I loved to see characters in friendships that weren't

perfect but that were worth fighting for. The same goes for the family dynamics. Megan's family,

with her parents being divorced, Megan living with her father and his pregnant wife and her

little sister. Her mother living in a different state, having also a new man in her life. The

struggles Megan had with that, with feeling out of place and feeling like she doesn't belong.

And how all of this just grew throughout the story, how it developed. I loved it.Romantic

realionships. We had quite a few of those. I hated them all, except for Megan and Owen. And

Anthony and Eric. I had all the feels about these idiots, who were so perfect for each other but

had a tough time actually getting together.The setting of this story was also amazing. It wasn't

just centered around Highschool students, but there was also the theatre element, them

working on a play and all the struggles with that.Overall, I loved it. I loved the characters, the

setting, the writing!!!”

Moutusi Das, “A charming story about love, heartbreak, family and Shakespeare Ø<ßA. "Parting is

such a sweet sorrow"- I think I'm officially in love with this writing duo. Emily and Austin did a

very good job no doubt about that. A charming story of love, family, heartbreak and drama.

Perfect for hopeless romantic person and I absolutely adore it.”

Andrea S, “Very happy. Amazing!”

Stuti Pant, “A fun and fluffy contemporary that warms your heart!!!. Will be even more engaging

if one has read Romeo and Juliet, thought it can be enjoyed even if you haven't.”

The book by Emily Wibberley has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 244 people have provided feedback.
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